SRSSHOWDAYTOURNOTES
KENsmGToN-BROADMEADOWS
NEWMARKET-FIZ~~GTONRA~ECOUR~E
DERBY DAY 1996

22.10.1860
01.11.1860
01.07.1864
27.08.1867
??.11.1867
(19.08.1870)
09.01.1871
(11.12.1885)
(11.06.1886)
(0511.1886)
(19.11.1886)
01.05.1887
(30.06.1887)

(16.03.1888)
.3.07.1888)
!0.12.1889)

6.04.1897
(21.10.1898)
24.10.1898
13.06.1899
14.06.1899
(01.07.1899)
04.09.1899
01.11.1899

(29.12.1893)
(25.05.1904)
(23.10.1905)
(03.02.1909)
(28.04.1909)
(05.06.1911)

Station opened with line from Essendon Junction - Essendon (VR62)
Public service commenced (VR62)
Line closed account financial failure of company (VR62)
Company sold to government (VR62)
Line to Racecourse reopened for Cup meeting (VR62)
Contract let for excavation, embankment & providing ballast for duplication Essendon Junction & Newmarket.
James Tobin. #1489/19/8. Subsequently extra #20 for constructing second lime of way (GG)
Essendon line reopened, Kensington station reopened? (VR62)
Tenders called for supply of bricks, stone, & WI girders for bridge under railway at Kensington Hill (GG)
Tenders called for earthworks at Kensington Hill for earthworks on NE line (GG)
Tenders called for bridge and approaches over Brown’s Road at Kensington Hill (GG)
Tenders called for erection of brick signalbox (GG)
Interlocked with 25 lever No 6 pattern frame (12 spare) (IR)
Open for goods. The W.S. Kimpton & Son’s flour mill was erected in 1887 and broupht into oroduction
in
^
early 1888. The adjacent Gillespie Mill had been brought into use in 1887 (CR, W. Lewis Jones, ‘Where have
all the Flour Mills Gone?‘)
Tenders called for erection of SMs house (GG)
Tenders called for erection of station buildings (GG)
Tenders called for construction of subway (GG)

Posts renumbered (WN 39)
Tenders called for construction of timber footbridge at Arden Street (GG)
Green light replaced white for clear. (WN 16)
Post 21 moved further out (WN 51)
New ballast siding provided trailing into Down Main. Disc provided on Post 21 (WN 51)
9 signals, 4 points, l-l gate, 10 spare (IR)
Temporary siding (for earthworks at Melbourne Yard) abolished. Point and signal lever removed. Now 12
spare (IR)
Temporary block post ‘D’between Coburg Junction and Kensington provided. Works two Home signals, one
on new Post D, the other on Post 18. Temporary block post ‘E’provided between Kensington and Newmarket
provided. Works two Home signals on new Post E. (WN 14, SANP)
Tenders called for repairs to fire damage at SMs house (GG)
Tenders called for RSJs for Lloyd-street bridge (GG)
Post 25 abolished; arms relocated to Post 26 on opposite side of line (WN 43)
Tenders called for steel verandahs (GG)
Tenders called for construction and erection of Down side verandahs (GG)
Telephone provided on Post 19 (WN 23)
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(19.02.1912)

(19.08.1912)
(02.09.1912)
(25.11.1912)
(16.12.1912)
(06.01.1913)

06.04.1913
(14.04.1913)
(23.06.1913)
(22.09.1913)
08.03.1914

27.08.1914
30.08.1914

Post 18 replaced by a new post 10 yards further out. Home and Distant signals reversed on Post. Home now
top arm (WN 8)
Due‘to alterations of tracks on main line, a red lamp has been placed on Buffers at Up end of Kimpton’s Siding
(WN 34)
Post 21 relocated 100 yards further out. Spoil siding provided trailing from Down Main inside Post 21 for
Gravitation works. Disc provided on Post 21 and new Post 21A (set backDown line to Spoil Siding) (WN 36)
By this date Up and Down Main lines tracklocked North Melbourne Junction - Newmarket (WN 48)
Post 18 moved 20 yards further out (WN 51)
Arm on Post 20replaced by disc (WN 1)

New 46 lever frame provided (23 sig, 9 pts, 3 fpl, l-1 gate, 9 sp), but only a portion of working levers in use
(IR)
New Goods Limes and Sidings C and D provided. Note: Posts 18A, 19, and 19A will not be erected until
further notice. Right hand arm and disc under arm on Post 22A will be crossed. (WN 15)
Post 22 moved 5 yards further out (on same side of Siding F). Additional disc provided on Post 23 (applying to
Up Main line) (WN 25)
Up Home removed from Post E to a new Post El situated on Up side of line (WN 38)
Up and Down NE Goods Arrival and Departure Roads have been brought into use between Kensington and
Gravitation Yard. Down Home on Post 19A (leading to Post 21) has been brought into use. Disc removed from
right hand arm on Post 22A. Only special pilot engine permitted to run over NE Goods lines. It must run light
on Up journey and Signalman must obtain permission from Yardsman, Gravitation Yards, before it is
permitted to enter Goods Arrival Road (WN 11, IR)
Alterations account Receiving Roads. Extra signal and fpl (IR)
Up and Down NE Lines brought into use (WN 39)
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(14.09.1914)

(28.09.1914)

(05.10.1914)
(05.10.1914)

15.10.1914

Kensington - Broadmeadows

& Flemington Racecourse

Up and Down NE Lines are worked by DoubleLine Block, section Weighbridge Junction - Kensington. Both
signalboxes are block terminals. The two sidings running between Weighbridge Junction and Kensington must
not be used for ordinary running, except that Up trains or engines may be turned into the siding at Kensington
when the Signalman is directed to do so by the Yardsman. The two Signalmen are to have a proper
understanding of the movement, and the signal is not to be cleared until the approaching train has slowed to 5
mph. Down engines may be run towards Kensington under similar conditions, except Yardsman is responsible
for protecting movement (WN 37)
NE Goods lines opened for traffic between Weighbridge Junction and Kensington. Additional instruction: A
second engine or train must not be allowed to enter an arrival siding until the first has been reported clear (WN
39)
No 2 or 3 Goods Arrival Roads must not be used for engines or trains in the Down direction (WN 40)
During the running of suburban traffic, the Signalman Essendon must telephone the departure of all Up Goods
to Signalman Newmarket who must repeat to Signalman Kensington. Before Signalman Newmarket allows a
Goods train or light engine out from the Racecourse line, he must ascertain from Signalman Kensington that it
will not cause delays to passenger traffic. If train delayed more than 5 minutes, query should be repeated.
Signalman Kensington must not allow a Goods train or light engine to go towards starting signal on Main line
without ascertaining same from Signalman North Melbourne (WN 40)
Kensington signalbox now supervised by Superintendent of Melbourne Yards (WN 42)

Kensington - Broadmeadows & Flemington Racecourse

SRS Showday Tour 1996
(28.06.1915)
(13.09.1915)
27.10.1918
30.10.1918
20.11.1918
(28.12.1918)
08.08.1919
(24.05.1922)
(28.08.1922)
(01.11.1922)
09.09.1923
16.09.1923
25.09.1923

(02.10.1923)
14.10.1923

(27.12.1923)
20.01.1924

Up and Down NE Goods Lines and Goods Arrival Nos 2 & 3 Roads will be out of use for about six weeks
account raising Moonee Ponds Creek bridge. Points at Kensington spiked for main line (WN 26)
Up and Down NE Goods Lines and Arrival Roads back into use (WN 37)
Three position signalling replaced mechanical signalling. New 26 lever frame provided (IR)
Overhead alive Down side Kensington to Down end of Essendon (WN 43)
Overhead alive from Kensington to second overhead structure on Down side of footbridge at Arden Street
(WN 46)
Lockbars 13 & 14 removed (LS)
Points 12U now worked by Lever 13 with switch and lock movement. Plunger 13 abolished (LS, IR)
Temporary connections provided for bridge renewals at Weighbridge Junction (LS)
Temporary signal No 5 abolished. Points 19 spiked normal (LS)
Points 19 brought into use (LS)
Goods Arrival Road taken out of use. Points 15, 16, & 18 removed. Plunger 14 removed and lever became
pilot lever. Catch 16 provided in lead from Nos 2 B: 3 Arrival Roads. Levers 15, 16, & 19 sleeved normal (LS)
Siding F taken out of use. Points 13 remain as catch points. Dwarf 17 abolished. (WN 33, IR, LS has 04.08)
Arrival Road No 3 taken out of use. Arrival Road No 1 back in use as works siding with Catch points worked
by Lever 16. Points 15 back in service and sleeve removed from 15 lever. Catch 13 moved further out. Normal
lay of points 1 l& 12 now towards Goods lines (WN 39, LS has 16.09)
Class 5 SM, Class 2 Signalman (Class)
Crossing work for new High level passenger lines was completed. The high level passenger lines (former
Arrival and Departure Roads) will be used as works sidings. New Home 23 provided but arms fued at Stop
and movements from the Down Works Siding will by be the ‘low speed’ light. Catch 16 remains in Up Works
Siding (formerly Up Arrival Road) and Catch 13 (now 18) in lead to Down Line. Arrival Road Nos 2 & 3 now
Up and Down Goods Lines to Weighbridge Junction. Home 21 (formerly Home 23) and Repeating Signal
(light) UE. 147 have been provided on Goods Line. Double Line Block Weighbridge and Kensington on Goods
Lines abolished. Goods lines now controlled by track circuits. (WN 43, IR, LS)
Works Sidings closed. Catch points in Up Works Siding and in Down Goods Road have been removed. Points
leading to Up Works Siding spiked to lie to Up Goods Road (WN 52)
High level overhead alive. Signalling brought into service. Catches 12 and 16 removed from Suburban line.
Controlled Automatic E.147 (lever 24) provided. Medium speed arm on Home 23 became working. (WN 4,
IR, LS)

1

(01.04.1924)
20.02.1929
08.11.1964
15.02.1965
18.02.1965
25.02.1965

High level brought into use with three position signalling (WN 14)
Low speed light provided on Home 25 (LS)
Points 8 & 9 renewed (CI)
Dwarf 7 replaced by light signal 4 yards further out (WN 8)
Post E.163 was replaced by a new Down Home 20 (light) located 50 yards on the Up side of the signalbox
(WN 9)
Interlocked gates replaced by manually controlled boom barriers worked by lever 2. A pedestrian crib crossing
was also provided (WN 9, IR, LS)
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15.05.1966

27.07.1969

28.07.1969
06.03.1972
10.02.1972
07.11.1976
19.01.1982
08.08.1982
20.05.1983
01.12.1985
(2?.10.1986)

12.09.1986

& Flemington Racecourse

Switchout facilities provided. Closing lever No 6. May switch out for Essendon Suburban lines. Illuminated
letter ‘A’s provided on Homes 4, 20, and 23. Box hours: 0456 Monday until last Suburban train clears
Saturday night (WN 21 & 22, IR, CI has 14.05, LS)
Remote control of Newmarket provided. 14 lever control panel installed. When it is necessary for an Up Goods
to shunt, me Central Train Controller must advise the Signalman Kensington who must check with the Yard
Foreman if there is a clear road at the Cattle Yards. If there is no clear road, the Train Controller must be
advised and the train held at Essendon or the loading taken onto Melbourne Yard where it is to be promptly
returned. The Yard Foreman must advise when he can accept the train, detentions at Essendon must be kept as
short as possible. No train must be uncoupled on the Up line; the whole train must be shunted into the Cattle
Yards. (WN 35. IR, LS)
Signalbox raised from Class 2 to 1 (WN 40)
Signal leading to Up High Level suburban track disconnected account bridge renewals (CI)
Modification of boom barrier control circuits (CI)
Country and Special lines renamed East Suburban lines (WN 47)
W.S. Kimpton & Sons Siding renamed Allied Mills Industries Siding (CI)
Train Number Transmitter available for use (CI)
May switch out for either East Suburban or Essendon Suburban lines. Only one switchout lever provided (WN
22, LS)
Post R.152 was converted to a light signal (S9/2-23)
Up and Down Suburban lines were realigned along the site of the good lines over the Lloyd Street bridge.
Posts E.136 and E.137 were relocated accordingly. Up and Down North Eastern Goods lines were taken out of
use. Posts UE.147 and Home 21 were abolished. Points 15 and 18 were spiked. (WN 41, SlO/l-5)
NE Goods lines out of service (IR)
NEWMARKET (2 % MILES)

09.01.1871
28.10.1880
(22.07.1881)
24.04.1881
(02.03.1883)
(07.12.1883)
(18.06.1886)
(07.01.1887)
(07.04.1887)
(18.04.1889)

Station opened with line from Essendon Junction - Essendon (VR62)
Public service commenced (VR62)
Branch line to Racecourse opened (VR62)
Line closed account financial failure of company (VR62)
Company sold to government (VR62)
Line to Racecourse reopened for Cup meeting (VR62)
Contract let for removal of timber bridge and construction of iron girder bridge for two lines between
Kensington and Essendon, probably Racecourse Road. Reid & Stewart. #3435/13/O. (GG)
Essendon line reopened, Newmarket station reopened? (VR62)
Interlocked with 17 lever frame (4 spare) (IR)
Tenders called for construction of works for duplication Newmarket - Essendon. (GG)
Duplication Newmarket - Essendon brought into service (CI)
Tenders called for erection of house for SM (GG)
Tenders called for lease of 12 firewood allotments (GG)
Tenders called for erection of station buildings (GG)
Tenders called for foundations and erection of road weighbridge (GG)
Tenders called for bridge over railway at Kent Street (GG)
Tenders called for construction
of Racecourse Road bridge (GG)

01.11.1889

Catch provided in Racecourse line (3 spare). Probably Catch 9 (IR)

22.10.1860
01.11.1860
28.02.1861
01.07.1864
27.08.1867
??.11.1867
(22.04.1870)
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(25.07.1890)
(05.03.1891)
(23.07.1894)

Tenders called for erection of footbridge at Eglinton
Now only 2 spare (Home 5 provided?) (LS)

23.10.1896
06.04.1897
(10.06.1898)
19.07.1898
24.10.1898
(01.07.1899)
01.11.1899

28.10.1900
(?1.??.1902)
(23.10.1905)
(12.02.1906)
(15.04.1907)

(??.??.1908)

(31.10.1910)
(12.06.1911)
(12.06.1911)
29.10.1911
(21.10.1912)
(11 .l 1.1912)

1996

(26.01,
(02.03.
(05.10.1914)

8: Flemington

Racecourse

Street (GG)

Closed as block post on Sunday morning after passage of last train or pilot until 2400. Block section then
Kensington - Moonee Ponds (WN 3)
New 17 lever frame provided (4 spare) (IR)
Posts renumbered. Post 28 provided (Disc 7), now 3 spare levers (WN 39, IR)
Tenders called for construction of subway at Finsbury Street (GG)
New 16 lever frame (all working) with 5” centres (IR)
Green light replaced white for clear. (WN 16)
11 sig, 4 pts, 1 fpl, 0 sp (IR)
Temporary block post ‘E’provided between Kensington and Newmarket provided. Works two Home signals
on new Post E. Post E provided. Up Distant on Post 50 (Lever 14) abolished. Distant on Post 27 abolished.
(WN 14, IR has 31.10, SANP)
Additional lockbar provided for altered position of junction signal. All levers workin& (IR)
Porter works signals when box is switched out while passenger trains are running. Ground bell provided
opposite Down distant on Racecourse line (sic) (GA)
Post 25 abolished; arms relocated to Post 26 on opposite side. of line (WN 43)
Post 29 moved 50 yards further out (WN 7)
Signalman Essendon must telephone the departure of all Up &oods to Newmarket who repeats to North
Melbourne Junction. Signalmen Newmarket & Nth Melbourne Junction to arrange as per GA re traffic from
cattle yards (WN 15)
Block Rule 6 prohibited for Up trains. In order to prevent delay to suburbans, when an Up Goods with
livestock is too heavy to push back into Racecourse line, SM Wallan to wire SMs Essendon & Newmarket. SM
Newmarket to arrange for train to be assisted by local shunting engine or to obtain engine from Melbourne
yard. (GA)
Left hand arm on Post 27 track locked (WN 44)
Co-acting arm provided on Post 48. Co-acting arms provided for distants on Post 30, Up distant on dwarf
semaphore on Up side of line, Down distant on dwarf semaphore on Down side of line (WN 24)
Telephones provided at Posts 25 & 29 (WN 24)
New Up Home provided on Post 49 worked by Newmarket. Second lockbar (lever 14) deleted (replaced by
selectable lockbar?) & lever used to work home. Special instruction Note 7 deleted (WN 44, IR)
TelephonemovedfromPost25
toUpendofUpplatform(WN43)
Calling-on signal provided on Post 48 below co-acting arm. Calling-on arm only to be used for allowing an
engine to go to rear of goods train which is to be assisted from the Up main line to the cattle yards (WN 46)
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By this date Up and Down Main lines tracklocked North Melbourne Junction to Newmarket and onto
Racecourse line. Quadrants controlling Home and Distant si&nalsprovided on both platforms for use on
Sundays when box is switched out (WN 48)
Main line tracklocked to Essendon. Reverser fitted to Post 29. Ascot Vale Distant on Post 30 relocated to new
Post 30A and co-acting Posts 30A and 30B abolished (WN 4)
Up Starting and Kensington Up Distant removed from Post 25 to a new lop bracket Post 25A on opposite side
of line (WN 9)
During the running of suburban traffic, the Signalman Essendon must telephone the departure of all Up Goods
to Signalman Newmarket who must repeat to Signalman Kensington. Before Signalman Newmarket allows a
Goods train or light engine out from the Racecourse line, he must obtain permission from Signalman
Kensington (WN 40)
6
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Post 28 moved 21 yards further in (WN 26)
If an Up goods train requires to shunt Newmarket during the time passenger traffic is running, the Guard must
inform the SM Broadmeadows who must telephone the information to the Signalman Essendon. When the Up
goods arrives at Essendon, and it is not planned to detach the loading at Essendon, the Signalman must not
allow the train to leave until permission to do so has been obtained from Signalman Newmarket, who must not
do so unless the goods can be dealt with without causing delay to passenger trains. If the load of the train
exceeds a specified limit (e.g. 3 15 tons for a DD locomotive), the SM must also telegraph SM Newmarket who
must communicate this information to the Signalman and also arrange for the local shunting engine to assist or
(if that engine is not available) obtain a locomotive from Melbourne Yard. (WN 49)
(17.06.19 18) Three position signalling replaced Double Line Block Newmarket - Essendon. Post 29 (Home 5) abolished.
Post 30 (Distant 16) replaced by three position semaphore signal. When E.201 is at Stou, the Down Home and
Distant must be kept at Stop until the following trainhas passed the Distant and is approaching the Home.
Down Distant and Home continues to be worked from platform quadrants on Down platform when box is
switched out (and must be worked in accordance with previous sentence)! Up Home remains worked from Up
platform when box is switched out (!) and when the Up Home has been put to danger to protect a train, must
remain at danger until train has passed Post 23A. Locking sketch shows that Down Distant is now automatic.
(WN 24, LS)
(01.07.1918) Newmarket signalbox is closed after passage of last Up Goods or Pilot on Sunday mornings until 2400 (WN
26)
02.10.1918
Overhead alive from Newmarket Junction to Flemington Racecourse for testing purposes (WN 39)
27.10.1918
Three position signalling provided between Kensington and Newmarket. All signals except Posts 48 and 49
replaced by upper quadrant semaphore signals and dwarfs. Medium speed arm provided on Post E.212.
Closing lever 5 provided (Note: not mentioned in IR or WN, LS shows alterations but is undated. Date is
alteration at Kensington)
30.10.1918
Overhead alive Down side Kensington to Down end of Essendon (WN 43)
(11.11.1918) The lines between Newmarket Junction and the first crossover in the Racecourse line near Temporary Cabin F
must be worked as Up and Down lines, except that when passenger traffic is not being run, the Yard Foreman
at Cattle Yards may (in emergency) authorise the Signalman Newmarket to run wrong line on the Up line to
the crossover near Cabin F. The Yard Foreman is responsible for the safety of the movement (WN 45)
(18.11.1918) Post 48 replaced by two position light signal Post 13 (WN 46)
(09.12.1918) Special instruction extended. No portion of an Up Goods train must be left on Main line, but whole train taken
into Newmarket Yard. If the train cannot be dealt with without delay, it must be taken on to Weighbridge
Junction where the Newmarket loading detached and returned (WN 49)
17.12.1919
Two position light signals replaced mechanical signals on the Racecourse line. Post 49 replaced by R.204 (IR
gives this date for power signalling - see 27.10.18)
(29.12.1919) Post 13 converted to three position signal (WN 52)
(16.06.1916)

(04.12.1916)

Ll.Ul.lYLU

(02.10.1923)

Laccn IV oecame aouote otaae catch (IK)
Class 3 SM, Class 2 Signalman (Class)

Kensington

& Flemington

Racecourse

Tour

09.08.1927

Direct bell communication provided between Newmarket and Essendon with repeating bells at Moonee Ponds
(A.2070/27)
‘Signal Box Closed’ indicators provided (WN 37)
Triangular Boards provided on Up line towards Kensington to indicate when particular length goods trains
were clear of the trailing points (WN 30*)
Dwarf 6 previously detected Points 7 reverse (LS)
‘Low Speed’ light provided on Post R.204 operated by Shunter at Newmarket Cattle Yard. Out of use when
line is open for passenger traffic (WN 13, LS)
Alterations to switching facilities for Racecourse line. Lever C provided to work plunger on facing points at
Cattle Yards to avoid having to disconnect the points during passenger traffic, Homes R.201 and R.204 are
normally in use. Normally Home R.201 and Low Speed signal on R.204 are. worked from Yard Foreman’s
office and Dwarf 6 applies to either Up or Down Racecourse Line. Lever C is normally locked normal by a
special padlock, the key of which is secured in a sealed box at Newmarket Junction. To open line. for passenger
working, the Block and Signal Inspector inspectin& the line will obtain the ke.y from Newmarket and reverse
Lever C. This locks the facing points for main line traffic, removes Yard Foreman’s control over signals R.201
and R.204 and converts them to automatic signals, and makes Dwarf 6 released by Crossover 11. The Inspector
must then instruct the Signalman, Newmarket to reverse Catch 10, which will electrically lock Lever C reverse.
The Signalman must sleeve lever 10 reverse. Catch 10 relocated 55 feet further out and equipped with a switch
lock movement. Annett lock removed from Catch 10. Automatic signal R.201 converted to Home signal.
Illuminated Letter ‘A’s provided on Homes R.201 and R.204 (WN 38, IR, LS)
Points 7 & 8 renewed (CI)
Renewal of point connections, bonding, etc account renewal of crossing work at Down end (CI)
Box abolished. Now remotely controlled from a panel in Kensington signalbox. Dwarfs 6 and 12 converted to
light signals. Points motorised. Conversion to and from Passenger working remain via the position of Lever C,
but this is now electrically locked normal or reverse by Locking Lever 39. When it is necessary for an Up
Goods to shunt, the Centrol Train Controller must advise the Signalman Kensington who must check with the
Yard Foreman if there is a clear road at the Cattle Yards. If there is no clear road, the Train Controller must be
advised and the train held at Essendon or the loading taken onto Melbourne Yard where it is to be promptly
returned. The Yard Foreman must advise when he can accept the train, detentions at Essendon must be kept as
short as possible. No train must be uncoupled on the Up line; the whole train must be shunted into the Cattle
Yards. 1WN 35 TR. LS)

(15.09.1931)
(26.07.1932)
20.09.1934
18.03.1940
22.12.1949

06.10.1963
16.10.1963
27.07.1969

21.05.1981
12.09.1986
08.12.1988
19.03.1995

1996

- Broadmeadows

SRS Showday

Home 34 temporarily out of service account change over of signalling cable (CI)
Catch points 41 and 47 abolished. Hand points locked normal by lever C abolished (WN 36)
A arm on Post E.212 lowered 300mm (S12/1-12)
Post E.212 was converted to a light signal (WN 12)
ASCOT VALE (3 ‘/2MILES_)

22.10.1860
01.11.1860
01.07.1864

Station opened with line from Essendon Junction - Essendon (VR62)
Public service commenced (VR62)
Line closed account financial failure of company (VR62)
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27.08.1867

(04.11.1870)
(18.03.1870)
09.01.1871
(22.08.1873)
24.04.1881
(02.04.1886)
(02.12.1887)
(02.11.1888)
20.08.1889
(13.09.1889)
(01.12.1893)
(30.03.1894)
06.04.1897

Kensington - Broadmeadows

& Flemington Racecourse

Company sold to government (VR62)
Contract let for excavation etc at Ascot Vale station & other works between Newmarket and Moonee Ponds.
William Dwyer. #645/2/6 (GG)
Contract let for bluestone masonary and supply and erection of WI girders etc for two bridges under railway at
Ascot Vale. Robert Dixon #2101/15/10 (GG)
Essendon line reopened (VR62)
Contract let for erection of cottage etc. Alexander Grant. #123/14/11 (GG)
Duplication Newmarket - Essendon (CI)
Tenders for supply of coping to extend platforms (GG)
Tenders called for construction of subway etc (GG)
Tenders called for renewals to Maribrynong Rd bridge (GG)
Interlocked with 10 lever frame (4 spare) (IR)
Tenders called for erection of station buildings (GG)
Tenders called for erection of closets and urinals (GG)
Tenders called for removal of old stations buildings (GG)
Posts renumbered (WN 39)

I

25.10.1898
(01.07.1899)
(??.??.1902)
(25.05.1904)
03.11.1905
(15.01.1908)
(??.??.1908)
(12.06.1911)
(25.11.1912)
(26.01.1914)

Green light replaced white for clear (WN 16)
6 sig, 4 sp (IR)
Repeater provided for Up distant. Switched to Repeater on platform when box is closed. Porter works signals
when box is switched out while passenger trains are running. Ground bell provided opposite Up distant (GA)
Tenders called for RSJs for Bloomfield-road bridge (GG)
Post 31A (Up Advance Starting) provided 300 yards in advance of Up Starting (WN 46, IR)
Tenders called for erection of steel verandah on Down platform (GG)
Block Rule 4: Up trains must be proceeding on journey past Up Starting before Line Clear can be given (GA)
Co-acting arms provided for distants on Post 30, Up distant on dwarf semaphore on Up side of line, Down
distant on dwarf semaphore on Down side of line. Telephone provided at Post 3 1 (WN 24)
By this date. Quadrants controlling Home and Distant signals provided on both platforms for use when box is
switched out (WN 48)
Main line tracklocked Newmarket to Essendon. Reverser fitted to Posts 31 and 33. Down Distant on Post 30
relocated to new Post 30A and co-acting Posts 30A and 30B abolished. Up Distant on Post 34 relocated to Post
35A on opposite side of line (WN 4)

27.10.1918
30.10.1918
(02.10.1923)
14.05.1933
16.05.1933

Three position signalling replaced Double Line Block Newmarket - Essendon. Signalbox and mechanical
signalling abolished. Note: co-acting signal light signal provided at Up end of Up platform (WN 24)
Box abolished (IR)
Overhead alive Down side Kensington to Down end of Essendon (WN 43)
Class 7 SM (Class)
Co-acting signal for Post E.236 abolished (WN 22*)
Post E.236 replaced by new Post E.242 (WN 22*)

22.10.1860
01.11.1860
01.07.1864

Station opened with line from Essendon Junction - Essendon (VR62)
Public service commenced (VR62)
Line closed account financial failure of company (VR62)

(17.06.19 18)
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27.08.1867

09.01.1871
24.04.1881
(22.11.1883)
(02.04.1886)
(06.05.1887)
(02.03.1888)
25.01.1889
03.10.1889

04.11.1889
(25.07.1890)
06.04.1897
20.07.1898
25.10.1898
(13.01.1899)
(01.07.1899)
(02.03.1900)
(??.??.1902)
(22.01.1908)
(05.07.1909)
09.05.1911
(12.06.1911)
(17.07.1911)
29.05.1912

(10.06. 1912)
(26.01. 1914)

(20.04. 1914)

17.06.1918)
30.10.1918
(02.10.1923)
09.08.1927
25.05.1969

Kensington

- Broadmeadows

& Flemington

Racecourse

Company sold to government (VR62)
Essendon line reopened (VR62)
Duplication Newmarket - Essendon (CI)
Tenders called for erection of gate cottage (GG)
Tenders for supply of coping to extend platforms (GG)
Tenders called for construction of earthernware pipe & half round brick drains on Up side of station (GG)
Tenders called for erection of station buildings (GG)
Tenders called for construction of subway (GG)
Interlocked with 15 lever No 6 pattern frame (5 spare) (IR)

bates ana wickets connecteo trK1
Tenders called for erection of‘footbridge at Eglinton Street (GG)
Posts renumbered (WN 39)
Two levers abolished (Wickets abolished?) (IR)
Green light replaced white for clear (WN 16)
Tenders called for construction of subway (GG)
6 sig, 2 wick, 1-l gates, 5 sp (IR)
Tenders called for removal of gatehouse to Redesdale (GG)
Ground bell provided in Down line at Ascot Vale (GA)
Tenders called for erection of steel verandah on Down platform (GG)
Post 38 abolished. Up distant placed on Post 39 (WN 27)
Up advanced starting signal provided on new Post 35A situated 300 yards from box on left hand side of line
(SlrN 19, IR)
Telephone provided at Post 36 (WN 24)
Telephone provided at Post 35A (WN 29)
Crossover provided at Down end of platforms. Post 36 moved 66 yards further out. Down Starting signal
removed from Post 36 to a new post 36A situated on left hand side of line 20 yards from Down end of
platform. New Down Starting signal provided on Post 37A situated 200 yards from platform on left-hand side
of line. Down line track locked from Post 36A to 100 yards beyond Post 37A (WN 23)
Telephone at Down end of Down platform removed to post near Post 37A (WN 24)
Main line tracklocked Newmarket to Essendon. Reverser fitted to Posts 35A and 37A. Up Starting signal
removed from Post 35 to a new bracket Post 35B on opposite side of line. Ascot Vale Up distant placed on
Post 35A. (WN 4)
Post 36A replaced with a taller post fitted with co-acting arm (WN 16)

Three position signalling replaced Double Line Block Newmarket - Essendon. Crossover and all mechanical
signalling abolished. Levers 1 to 8 boarded over (WN 24, IR has 13.07, LS)
Overhead alive Down side Kensington to Down end of Essendon (WN 43)
Class 7 SM, Class 4 Signalman (Class)
Direct bell communication provided between Newmarket and Essendon with repeating bells at Moonee Ponds.
TRB no longer kept at Moonee Ponds. (A.2070/27)
Boom barriers replaced interlocked gates at Pnckle Street (4-18). Box and interlocked frame abolished. Signals
E.261 and E.272 are approach operated. 5P switch provided in station office to hold E.272 at stop when
required (IR, WN 22)
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Post E.272 relocated 20 metres in the Down direction and altered to a light signal (Sl2/1-3)
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(??.03.1990)

Pedestrian Boom Barriers provided on Up side of Puckle Street. Down side boom barrier mast relocated 3
metres in the Down direction due to road works (S 13/3-45)

22.10.1860

Line opened from Essendon Junction. Line owned by private company (Melbourne and Essendon Railway Co)
(VR62)
Public service commenced (VR62)
Line closed account financial failure of company (VR62)
Company sold to government (VR62)
Contract let for building bridge & other works between Kensington and Essendon. Robert Dixon. #692/15/5
(GG)
Contract let for building retaining walls to platforms etc on line. Andrew Wright. #597/O/O(GG)
Essendon line reopened (VR62)
Line opened Essendon - Schoolhouse Lane. (CI, VR62)
Contract let for erection of platform wall etc. Andrew Wright. #133/4/O (GG)
Contract let for erection of cottage etc. George Thomson. #143/7/9 (GG)
Block system established Essendon - Seymour (CI)
Contract let for erection of passenger station. R.C. Brown. #581/9/2 (GG)
Duplication Newmarket - Essendon (CI)
Tenders called for construction of platform wall (GG)
Duplication brought into use Essendon - Broadmeadows (CI, KWT)

01.11.1860
01.07.1864
27.08.1867
(02.12.1870)

I

& Flemington Racecourse

(23.12.1870)
09.01.1871
18.04.1872
(12.07.1872)
(09.01.1874)
??.09.1877
(26.07.1878)
24.04.1881
(05.09.1884)
16.11.1885
i3s~W~

WI7

I
23.11.1885
15.06.1886
(06.11.1886)
21.11.1886
(17.06.1887)
(10.02.1888)
(27.07.1888)
28.10.1888
31.01.1889
(11.10.1895)

Interlocked with 26 lever No 6 pattern frame (5 spare) including gates (IR)
Winters Block introduced Essendon - Ballast Pits Sdg (CI)
Tenders called for erection of iron verandah, subway and other works, also footbridge at Brewster Street (GG)
New back platform provided for suburban traffic. All levers now working (IR)
Tenders called for tar paving to centre platform (GG)
Tenders called for bridge and approaches under railway at Mt Alexander Road (GG)
Tenders called for erection of gate cottage at Park Street (GG)
New 35 lever frame (5 spare) in new box (IR
Alterations account new siding signal (IR)
Tenders called for removal of gatehouse at Ragleigh Street (GG)
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(13.07.1896)

06.04.1897
(14.06.1897)

25.10.1898
(21.04.1899)
(01.07.1899)
03.01.1900
04.11.1901
(??.??.1902)
(05.01.1903)
(22.06.1904)
15.10.1906

(15.04.1907)
(??.??.1908)
09.12.1908
(27.01.1909)
(17.03.1909)
(07.04.1909)
10.04.1909
(12.05.1909)
28.05.1909
20.06.1909

14.07.1909
(01.09.1909)
(06.12.1909)
(19.06.1911)
(06.11.1911)
(13.11.1911)
(25.11.1912)
(22.12.1913)

(26.01.1914)
(02.03.1914)

(05.10.1914)

All Up goods with trucks to detach at Newmarket to give two whistles when passing Broadmeadows. SM

Broadmeadows to telephone Signalman Essendon, who must not let goods leave within 7 minutes of Up
passenger leaving and advise Signalman Newmarket (WN 2)
Posts renumbered (WN 39)
Before departure of local fromEssendon to Broadmeadows, Guard must examine facing points near subway to
ensure they are in the correct position. After arrival of Up train from Broadmeadows, it must be set back from
Up line to No 3 platform at less than 5 mph (WN 50)
Green light replaced white for clear. Point indicators replaced point discs (WN 16)
Tenders called for construction of Barkly St subway (GG)
14 sig, 8 pts, 2 fpl, 2 wick, 2-2 gates, 5 sp (IR)
Wickets abolished account subway at Buckley’s Road (IR)
Posts 48 and 49 provided for moves to and from Coal Stage Road. Additional 4 signal levers (WN 19, IR)
Repeater provided for Down distant. Ground bells provided opposite Up Distant, Down Advanced Starter, and
Engine Crossover Road (GA)
Before shunting an Up Broadmeadows train from the Up line to the platform the Guard must see that the points
are in the correct position (WN 1)
Tenders called for erection of 5000 gallon combined tank and crane (GG)
Down line track locked between Post 44 and Post 46. Post 44 replaced by bracket post with calling on arms;
calling on signals only to be used for shunting and engine movements when line is occupied and never when
line is clear. Shunting Arm on Posts 42,43, & 45 replaced by discs. Additional 2 signal levers (WN 42, IR has
14.10)
Signalman must telephone the departure of all Up goods to Newmarket who repeats to North Melbourne
Junction. (WN 15)
No vehicle to allow to stand on the Main Line unless equipped with a hand brake, or a vehicle with hand brake
is coupled on the Up end. (GA)
Points leading from No 3 Road to Works Siding are secured by an Annett lock and are rodded to a catch point
in siding. Key secured in duplicate lock on frame (WN 50, SLR I)
Tenders called for purchase and removal of departmental residence (GG)
Tenders called for construction of steel troughing over central subway (GG)
Tenders called for construction of new superstructure for Mt Alexander-road bridge (GG)
Annett locked Works Siding abolished (SLR I)
Tenders called for construction of steel verandahs on island platform (GG)
Block Rule 6 continued to be authorised (prohibited at most other places) (WN 28)
New expanded layout in service except for No 1 Road; goods yard continues to lead from No 2 Road (former
No 1). Points 52 spiked reverse New 74 lever frame in new signalbox. All Down trains are to be worked
through No 3 Road; No 4 Road must not be used for through traffic. (WN 9, IR)
No 1 Road brought into use. Rearrangement complete. (WN 27, IR)
Tenders called for construction of brick Up station buildings (GG)
Electric bell provided between signalbox and coal stage (WN 49)
Telephones provided at Posts 39 & 56 (WN 25)
Motor train between Essendon and Broadmeadows now run by Driver, Fireman, and Guard (WN 45)
Post 56 moved further out from line to make room for another line for regrading purposes (WN 46)
By this date Special instruction: No 4 Road must not be used for Through traffic. Down non-stopping trains
must be run, as far as possible, via No 2 Road and Up Through trains via No 1 Road (WN 48)
Block Rule 6 prohibited for Down Trains. Block Rule 4 is modified such that Line Clear may be given for a
Down train when an Up Suburban train in No 4 Road will leave before the Down train arrives, provided No 5
Road is clear to Post 46 and the points set for that road (WN 51)
Main line tracklocked Newmarket to Essendon. Reverser fitted to Post 39 (WN 4)
Special Instruction: A long Down Goods train refuged in No 2 Road may be permitted to draw ahead
suffeciently far to clear the level crossing. Driver, Guard & SM to be instructed. Driver not to set back until
properly signalled by Signalman to do so (WN 9)
During the running of suburban traffic, the Signalman must telephone the departure of all Up Goods to
Signalman Newmarket who must repeat to Signalman Kensington (WN 40)
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29.03.1916
(04.12.1916)

30.10.1918
(06.09.1921)
21.04.1922
(02.10,1923)
14.10.1924
18.05.1925
22.06.1927
09.08.1927
(27.03.1928)
01.04.1928

04.04.1928
03.07.1929

30.08.1929

18.12.1935
04.05.1938
18.08.1938
19.07.1943
30.07.1949
30.03.1958
23.03.1959
13.09.1959
20.11.1960
04.12.1960
18.12.1960

26.02.1961
11.06.1961
19.08.1962
18.11.1962
09.12.1962

10.02.1963
21.12.1963
12.01.1964
15.04.1965

Kensington - Broadmeadows

& Flemington Racecourse

Calling-on arm provided on Post 46 (Lever 71) (WN 14, IR)
If an Up goods train requires to shunt Newmarket during the time passenger traffic is running, the Guard must
inform the SM Broadmeadows who must telephone the information to the Signalman Essendon. When the Up
goods arrives at Essendon, and it is not planned to detach the loading at Essendon, the Signalman must not
allow the train to leave until permission to do so has been obtained from Signalman Newmarket, who must not
do so unless the goods can be dealt with without causing delay to passenger trains (WN 49)
Three position signalling replaced Double Line Block Newmarket - Essendon. Down
(17.06.1918)
distant and Up Starting replaced by three position semaphore signals. Lever 12 now spare. Posts E.277 and
E.296 are controlled by Gatekeeper, Park Street. An electric indicator provided to indicate the approach of
Down trains and the electric bell code exchanged between the Signalmen Essendon and Moonee Ponds for Up
trains is repeated at the gatecabin (WN 24)
Overhead alive Down side Kensington to Down end of Essendon (WN 43)
Overhead alive to Broadmeadows (WN 36)
Points to Siding B connected to interlocking and worked by lever 25. Posts 51B (Disc 29) and 51C (Disc 12)
provided. (WN 17, IR)
Class 5 SM, Class 1 Signalman. Park Street gates have a male gatekeeper and a Class 2 Female gatekeeper as
an assistant (Class)
Co-acting signal provided for Home 7 (Post 42) on new Post 42B (WN 43)
Points 43D now worked by lever 45. Points 45D now worked by lever 43. Lay of Points 43U reversed (IR, LS)
Red lens in all disc signals replaced by purple lens (WN 27*)
Direct bell communication provided between Newmarket and Essendon with repeating bells at Moonee Ponds
(A.2070127)
Post 54 moved 103 yards further out. Post 56 moved 50 yards further out (WN 13)
Facing crossover 18119 provided at Down end of yard. Post 55 replaced by bracket post located 126 yards
further out. Calling-on 65 (Post 52) and 71 (Post 46) removed. Discs 12 (Post SlC), 14, 15 (Post 46) 18 & 19
(Post 53) now worked by levers 27,65,71,54, & 64 (respectively). Clearance bar 30 removed and Lever 30
now works bolt locks on Points 19,20, and 33D (WN 16, IR, LS)
Purple lens in all disc signals replaced by red lens (WN 20)
Ground Discs B (Disc 61) and C (Disc 62) (applying to movements from Car Sidings to No 4 or Loop Roads)
abolished. Effectively Discs 61 & 62 relocated to Post 40 (additional disc on Post 40) (WN 27, IR has 03.07,
LS)
Nos 1,2,3, and 4 Roads track locked. Reversers provided for all Home signals except Homes 66,67,69, and
72. Plunger 30 altered to stand normally in on Points 20 and 33. Special instruction: When a Down train is
entering No 2 Road or is standing in No 2 Road at Post 52, a movement must not be made simultaneously
from No 3 Road to the Down line or from Up line to No 1 Road (WN 37, IR)
Interlocked gate connections transposed. Gate l/Stop 2 now worked by levers 3 and 4 and vice versa (LS)
Co-acting arm provided on Post 56 (WN 20, LS)
Down distant for Pascoe Vale Road relocated to Post 66 (WN 35)
Reversers provided on Homes 67,69, and 72. Lever locks removed from levers 66,69, and 72. Electrical and
mechanical detection of facing points added (IR, LS has 11.06)
Provision of new cabin basement (CI)
Fittings on Posts 40 & 41 renewed (CI)
Boom barriers replaced hand gates at Park Street (4-47). Bell communication abolished. Lever 63 now controls
E.296 (WN 13, IR, LS)
Trunking under roadway renewed (CI)
Post 54 moved 54 yards forther out (WN 48)
Rod leads and locking rearranged (CI)
Crossover 18/19 relocated to Down side of Mt Alexander road bridge. Crossover points now worked by point
motors and operated by lever 19. Lever 18 became locking lever. Lockbar 15 abolished. Post 55 replaced three
position (light) Home 6. Post 57 replaced by Repeating signal E.360 located 1149 yards further out. (WN 1,
IR, LS)
Point and lockbar rodding under roadway renewed (CI)
Points 20 moved 58 feet further out and now worked by point machine. Lever 30 continues to operate as
Locking Lever (WN 25)
Gate Stop 2 now worked by lever 5 (LS, CI)
Points 32D and 33D renewed (CI)
Independent connection to Siding B brought into use. Points 32U now worked by lever 26. Catch 25 & 26
replaced by Derails. Posts 51 & 51C moved 4 yards further out. Disc 27 (Post 51) now worked by lever 15 (IR,
LS, CI)
Post 47 moved 6 feet further from track (CI)
Down distant on Post 66 abolished account abolition of hand gates at Pascoe Vale Road (WN 2, LS)
Post 52 renewed (CI)
Approach locking provided on levers 67,69, and 72 (CI)
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25.09.1965
07.11.1965
15.11.1965

Post 42B out of service account temporary repairs to mast (CI)
Temporary alterations to signals account changeover of signal power from 25 Hz to 50 Hz (CI)
Three position signalling replaced Double Line Block Essendon - Broadmeadows. Post 54 replaced by Dwarf
21 (worked by levers 21,22, or 23). Post 56 and Repeating Signal E.360 abolished. Up Home 2 provided on
Down side of Gaffney Street, Pascoe Vale, worked by switch on block shelf (lever 2). Home 2 must not be
cleared for an Up Goods unless the preceding train is closely approaching Home 6 and the later is at clear. (JR,
WN 47, LS)
Lockbar 44 abolished (LS)
Boom barriers replaced interlocked gates at Puckle Street, Moonee Ponds. Express/Stopping pushbutton
provided (WN 22)
Siding A, No 5 Road, and Coal Stage Siding taken out of service. Baulks were provided in Siding A and at the
Up end of No 5 Road. Points 13 and Discs 37, 54,59,61,64,65
and 71 abolished. Post 53 removed. Levers
13: 37,54,59,61,64,65
& 71 sleeved normal (WN 24, IR)
Connection from No 4 Road to Carriage Sidings abolished. Points 42 and Discs 36 and 62 abolished. Points 47
re.newed as a single bladed catch. Points 43D spiked reverse. Levers 36,42, & 62 sleeved normal (IR, CI)
No 2 Road taken out of service. Crossover 33 abolished. Points 32D disconnected from interlocking and
spiked reverse. Points 51U and 51D spiked normal. A fsed train stop provided in former No 2 Road just
beyond Points 45U. Homes 9, 69, and 70 and Disc 57 abolished. Lever 31 converted to Pilot le.ver. Levers 8, 9,
22, 33,34, 50, 51, 57, 69, & 70 sleeved normal ( WN 41? IR, CI)
Points 38U spiked normal and Lockbar 41 abolished. Levers 38 & 41 converted to pilots. Normal speed
warning aspect on Post E.291 will be approach operated and time delayed to restricted overlap (IR, CI)
Up Home 2 on Down side of Pascoe Vale road converted to Auto E.424. To avoid Up Goods trains being
checked on bank, Signalman at Broadmeadows must obtain permission for goods trains to depart. Train
Controller must allow sufficient time to elapse after departure of preceding train to ensure, as far as practicable,
that the Goods train has a clear run to the Home signal at Essendon (WN 45, IR)
Three position signals replaced two position signals. Interlocked gates replaced by boom barriers. Box
abolished. Mechanical frame replaced by 23 lever panel in station building. When panel is switched out all
trains will use the island platform. 5P key switch provided to lower the boom barriers when it is necessary to
pass any signal at the Stop position. Four lever ground frame provided to work connections to goods yard (WN
47, IR)
Post 22 relocated 6 feet in Up direction to improve sighting (WN 20 has 30.04, CI)
Signal circuits modified to enable use to be made of point handle (CI)
Push button provided in microphone cabinet on No 2 platform to allow identify Up express trains at Moonee
Ponds when Essendon is switched out (CI)
Addition of point detection in the A light circuits of signals 8, 18, 24, and 38 (CI)
Siding B reduced to 100 metres (WN 29)
Ground frame abolished account abolition of Goods Sidings (WN 3? Has 06.04, IR)
Hoine 8 moved 1 metre in the Up direction and 6OOmmfurther from the track (S 12/l-6)
Points 11 (Down line to Siding A) and Dwarf 12 abolished. Siding had been removed previously (S12/1-11)
Control on Post E.291 removed (S 12/5-83)
Co-acting signal for Post E.296 provided on right hand side of line (S14/4-79)
Pedestrian gates provided on Up side of Buckley Street (S14/5-84)

(18.01.1966)
25.05.1969
09.06.1969

21.09.1969
05.10.1969

02.11.1969
05.11.1969

16.11.1969

10.05.1972
16.12.1973
01.04.1974
15.12.1976
21.07.1981
03.04.1986
30.10.1988
27.11.1988
04.06.1989
02.06.1891
07.08.1991

Kensington

- Broadmeadows

& Flemington

Racecourse

19.10.1911

Temporary block post opened at Glass Street for regrading operations. Situated about 400 yards on Down side
of Essendon Up Distant. Crossover and Up and Down Home signals provided. Three lever self contained
apparatus (2 sig, 1 pt) provided. Signal levers secured reverse by chain and padlock when box is closed.
Signals will not be lit at night. Signalman must not accept a Down train until line is clear for 300 yards beyond
temporary box, and an Up Goods train must not be accepted from Glenroy until Line Clear has been obtained
from Essendon. Block hours: 0730-1700 (SX), 0730-1200 (SO). (WN 43, IR)

(13.11.1911)
(01 .Ol. 1912)

Closed. Points spiked and signals locked at clear. (WN 46)
Reopened as block post. Conditions as before. Block hours as before, except switches in at 0700. Ballast train
will have a van at front and rear. On arrival at Essendon on Down journey, the engine will run around and push
to Glass St (GA p95&6). Guard to ride leading van, which must be loaded (as far as possible) with 3 tons of
dead weight. Loading to be done on Up line (WN 1)
Closed. Points spiked and signals locked at clear. (WN 12)

I

(18.03.1912)
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(01.04.1912)
(19.08.19 12)

Crossover and signals abolished (WN 14)
Glass Street level crossing closed and gates abolished. New overbridge provided at Napier Street (WN 34)

11.09.1922

Opened (WN 43)

(02.05.1890)
(2507.1890)
28.10.1890
25.10.1898
(01.07.1899)
(??.??.1902)
04.02.1903
08.10.1903

Tenders for erection of SMs house (GG)
Tenders called for erection of footbridge at station (GG)
Opened for passenger traffic (CI)
Green light replaced white for clear (WN 16)
Equipped with 2 Homes. No 3 Gate has 2 Homes (SANP)
Ground bells provided for No 2 and 3 Gates, working from Down line, Mount Alexander Road (GA)
Caretaker withdrawn, now worked as a flag station (WN 5)
Post 1 relocated to 50 yards from platform and on opposite side of line. Post 2 moved to Down side of gates
and on opposite side of line. Down Home on Post 2 abolished. Gatekeeper now works both signals (WN 41,
SANP)

I

(28.09.1914)
(06.09.1921)
25.01.1922
(02.10.1923)
21.04.1933
18.08.1938
19.01.1939
01.03.1955
13.10.1955
16.11.1958
21.12.1963
15.11.1965

Down distant provided, worked by Gatekeeper (WN 39)
Overhead alive to Broadmeadows (WN 36)
Post 1 moved 17 yards further in (WN 5)
Class 1 Caretaker & Class 2 Assistant Caretaker (Class)
Post 3 moved 320 yards further out (WN 18*)
Post 2 moved 26 yards further out. Post 1 abolished and Down distant relocated to Post 66 at Essendon (WN
35)
Quadrant provided on Up platform to control Up Home (Post 3) (WN 5)
Renamed Strathmore (WN 6*)
Co-acting arm provided on Post 3 (WN 43)
Post 3 replaced by new post 30 yards further in. Co-acting arm removed (WN 47)
Level crossing at Pascoe Vale Road (6-18) replaced by overpass. Hand gates abolished. Down distant on Post
66 abolished. Quadrant provided at Up end of Down platform to work Down Home on Post 2 (WN 2)
Up and Down Home signals abolished account provision of three position signalling (WN 47, CI)
PASCOE VALE (7 MILES)

(06.02.1885)
(17.07.1885)
10.11.1885
16.11.1885
17.07.1895
26.10.1898
(01.07.1899)
(15.02.1901)
(12.07.1901)
14.08.1905
(02.04.1906)
14.08.1914
07.09.1914
(28.09.1914)

Tenders called for erection bluestone piers & abutments for bridge at 6-46-l (foot of grade), (together with
three other bridges to Donnybrook) (GG)
Tenders called for erection of passenger platforms, booking office, etc (GG)
Opened for passengers (CI)
Duplication brought into use Essendon - Broadmeadows (CI)
Woman in charge supervised by Essendon. Semaphores to stand at clear and be lit at night (WN 3)
Green light replaced white for clear (WN 16)
Equipped with 2 Homes (SANP)
Tenders called for removal of gatehouse No 14 near Rosstown to Pascoe Vale (GG)
Tenders called for purchase and removal of old Gatehouse (GG)
Signals abolished. Lamps Br arms removed. (WN 33, SANP)
Signals abolished (WN 13)
Up and Down Homes provided (SANP)
Distant provided (SANP)
Up and Down Home signals and Down Distant provided. Signals worked from quadrants on Up platform,
Down signals controlled by quadrant on Down platform. Down distant normally crossed, Signals to be lit at
night. (WN 39)
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(06.09.1921)

Overhead alive to Broadmeadows (WN 36)
Class 1 Caretaker, Class 1 Assistant Caretaker, & Class 1 Assistant Gatekeeper (Class)
Control of Post 3B by Gatekeeper at Gaffney Street provided (WN 41)
When closed as a block post, Down distant is to be crossed (WN13)
Established as Block Post. Signalbay provided at Down end of Up platform. Interlocked with 16 le.ver frame.
Gates connected to frame. Special instructions: Line Clear must not be given for Down Steam trains until Line
Clear has been received from the box in advance. On the. Up line, the line must not be considered Clear until
the preceding train is proceeding on its journey past the Up Starting signal (Post 6) (WN 30, IR, LS)

1

(02.10.1923)
(07.10.1924)
(27.03.1928)
15.07.1929

I

(17.06.1930)
30.08.1938
29.01.1947
22.12.1952

02.06.1959
24.11.1960

15.11.1965
05.11.1969
07.07.1972

Special instruction for Down steam trains withdrawn (WN 24*)
Post 4 moved 185 yards further out and a co-acting arm provided on a new Post 4B on right hand side of line.
Post 9 moved 56 yards further out. All distant signals now motor operated (WN 37, LS)
Electric bell communication provided between Pascoe Vale signalbox and gatekeeper at Pascoe Vale Road.
Down trains announced by Essendon, Up trains by Pascoe Vale (WN 6)
Electric bell communication provided between Pascoe Vale signalbox and gatekeepers at Devon Road
(formerly Murray Road) and Glenroy Road (return ringing facilities at Glenroy Road). Down trains at both
level crossings announced by Pascoe Vale, Up trains announced by track circuit at both crossings. Additional
bell provided so that Up NE line trains can be specially announced by Broadmeadows to Pascoe Vale Road,
Devon Road, and Glenroy Road (WN 1)
Normally open wicket gates provided (WN 23, LS)
Post 9 replaced by new post 302 yards further out (on Down side of Devon Road) and 21 feet from the track on
the right hand side of the line. DC signal motors on Distants 1 & 12 replaced by 25 Hz AC motors (WN 49, CI,
LS)
Three position signalling replaced Double Line Block Essendon - Broadmeadows. Interlocked gates replaced
by boom barriers. Signalbox, interlocking, and all mechanical signals abolished (WN 47, IR)
Home 2 converted to Automatic signal E.424 (WN 45)
Alteration of boom barrier control circuits at Gaffney Street (CI)
OAK PARK

(09.04.1886)
(01.07.1899)
15.11.1900
(28.09.1914)
17.01.1922
(02.10.1923)
25.08.1938
31.07.1956

Tenders for erection of gate cottage at 7 % miles (GG)
No 7 Gate has 1 Home (SANP)
Home at No 7 Gate abolished (SANP)
No 6 Gates (7-58) renamed Murray Road gates. Up Home signal provided (WN 39)
Up Home signal moved 45 yards further out (WN 4*)
Class 5 Female Gatekeeper (Class)
Co-acting signal provided for Up Home (Post 10) on new Post 10B on right hand side of line (WN 36)
Signalling provided for new station. Co-acting si&nal (Post 10B) abolished. Down Home signal (Post 9B) and
Up Distant (Post 10B) provided. Quadrants on Oak Park platforms provided to work signals. Devon Road
gatekeeper controls Up and Down Homes. Distant signal motor operated through arm contact on Up Home
(WN 32, SA)
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13.08.1956
20.12.1962
15.11.1965

(09.07.1886)
(05.11.1886)
(30.06.1887)
(28.06.1897)
26.10.1898
(01.07.1899)
01.09.1899
10.06.1902

Oak Park station opened for passengers (WN 32)
Hand gates at Devon Road replaced by boom barriers, Gatekeepers controls on Up and Down Home signals
removed. Electric bell communication abolished. (WN 3, LS)
Three position signalling replaced Double Line Block Essendon - Broadmeadows. Up and Down Home signals
and Up Distant abolished (WN 47)

1

Tenders called for erection of station buildings and other works (GG)
Tenders called for metalling, forming, etc approach roads (GG)
Open for passengers and goods (CR)
The 1335 Up Goods to clear Glenroy of trucks. SM to personally supervise shunting. Order that only daylight
Goods to shunt is relaxed to this extent (WN 51)
Green light replaced white for clear (WN 16)
Equipped with 2 Homes (SANP)
Two lever ground frame provided to work trailing connection to Up line and Up Home. Down Home removed.
(IR, SANP)
Opened as a block post. Block hours 0700-1220 & 1500-1905 weekdays. Additional signals provided. Ground

frame replaced by 9 lever frame (WN 23, IR, LS, SANP)
(??.??.1908) Must oniy be worked by Up trains shown in WTT. Before detaching engine all hand brakes to be applied (GA)
(30.01.1911) If a Down train stalls and divides, the front portion must be taken to Broadmeadows. No portion is to be placed
in catch siding on Up side of Glenroy (WN 5)
(16.06.1913) Opened for goods not requiring shed accommodation or crane power (WN 24)
(06.09.1921) Overhead alive to Broadmeadows (WN 36)
16.01.1922
Pest 4 moved 62 yards further in. Top arm on Post 4A removed to new Post 4C located 109 yards further in.
Top arm on Post 5A removed to new Post 5B. Posts 4A and 5A renumbered 4B and 5B (WN 4)
(02.10.1923) Class 8 SM, Class 3 Female gatekeeper with Class 6 Female Assistant Gatekeeper at Glenroy Road (Class)
15.12.1930
SM removed. Worked under Caretaker conditions by Signal and Lad porters. Supervised by Broadmeadows
(WN 50*)
Electric bell communication provided between Broadmeadows and Glenroy Road gates to announce Up and
11.04.1932
Down trains when Glenroy is switched out (A 655132)
(19.03.1935) Catch removed from Down line (WN 12)
30.09.1938
Post 16 replaced by new Lop bracket post 152 yards further out (WN 41)
26.02.1953
Post 14 moved 12.5 yards further out (WN 17)
22.04.1953
Up Refuge Sidings provided at Down end trailing into Up Main. Two sidings provided with 660 feet clear of
fouling points. Goods siding (240’ feet long) connected to new Refuge siding and original entrance at Up end
removed. Siding for Robt. Hutchinson Ltd leads off the Refuge. Siding equipped with weighbridge and truck
turntable (WN 17, IR)
(16.08.1955) Second truck turntable provided in Hutchinson’s Siding (WN 33*)
21.12.1955
Wickets on Down side of Glenroy Road equipped with lever control (WN 1, LS)
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26.07.1878
16.11.1885
22.03.1886
15.06.1886
15.02.1889
(13.07.1896)

(0509.1898)
26.10.1898
01.09.1899
(28.09.1903)
05.10.1903
03.03.1905
(16.04.1906)
cl908
(12.04.1909)

28.05.1909
01.06.1911
24.08.1911
(28.08.1911)

(26.01.1914)
06.09.1914

(09.08.1915)
(07.02.1916)

b01.07.1916
04.09.1916
(04.12.1916)

b1919
30.01.1919
(03.02.1919)
(21.12.1920)
(28.12.1920)
(06.09.1921)
04.09.1921
(06.09.1921)
tc n.z In-9
lJ.UJ.IYLJ

Kensington - Broadmeadows & Flemington Racecourse

Contract let for construction of station building f553.17.10 Daniel Spence (GG)
Duplication brought into use Essendon - Broadmeadows. Crossover at up end removed. Timber platform for
up line provided. (CL KWT)
Duplication extended to Donnybrook (CI)
Winters Block introduced Essendon - Ballast Pits Sdg (CI)
Eight lever ground frame (no spares) provided. On 01.07.1899 this was 6 sig, 1 pt, Ifpl. (IR)
All Up goods with trucks to detach at Newmarket to give two whistles when passing Broadmeadows. SM
Broadmeadows to telephone Signalman Essendon, who must not let goods leave within 7 minutes of Up
passenger leaving and advise Signalman Newmarket (WN 2)
All up NE goods must stop for brake test - instead of at Somerton (WN 10)
Green light provided in signals and new pattern point indicators provided (WN 16)
New 14 lever frame for complete interlocking of station. Now 9 signals, 4 points, lfpl, 0 spare. (IR)
Catch points removed (WN extracts)
Somerton closed as DLB post. New section Broadmeadows - (Craigiebum) - Donnybrook (WN extracts)
Up distant relocated 150 yds further in (WN 9)
No 11 Gates (10-24) replaced by cattle pits (WN extracts)
Special instruction: All up goods exceeding 259 tons must stop at Broadmeadows and perform a brake test. If
test fails, and cannot be faed, load must be reduced to 300 tons (GA)
Special instruction: All Up goods trains in excess of 80% of the load the engine can haul from Essendon to
Broadmeadows must stop at Broadmeadows and perform a brake test. Speed not to exceed 35 mph at foot of
grade at 7 miles and 10 mph at 5.5 miles. If test fails, load must be reduced to 80% of the Down load and
sufficient hand brakes applied to control train. (WN 15)
Block Rule 6 authorised (still in 04.1919) (WN extracts)
SM class 8 (Reg)
Frame extended by 1 lever - new lever a crosslock for additional sdg accommodation (IR)
Siding provided off down line at down end to allow Down goods trains to be refuged. Siding points rodded to
catch in siding and secured by crosslock. Post 14 moved 165 yards further out. Post 11 converted to a bracket
post (WN 28)
Point indicator provided on catch points at exit from Refuge Siding at Down end of yard (WN 4)
Special arrangements for Military traffic, only brought into use for special traffic when authorised by GST.
New facing crossover, between level crossing and existing crossover at up end, allows access direct from down
main line to up platform. Short engine road ‘D’provided leading off up line at Up end of platform. Additional
arm provided on Post 8 and additional disc on Post 9. New ground disc 9A provided at exit from Siding ‘D’.
._A__-> _.~_~.~~~ .*-- 3 c
New points ana signais workea rrom new crossiocked auxilary frame. Ground frame points normally spilled
and signals on Posts 8 & 9 crossed. None of the signals need be lit. Fpl lever removed from main frame and
crosslock lever provided. cfpl at down end of trailing crossover now worked by escapement crank?). Aux.
frame has 10 levers: 3 sig, 2 pts, 3 fpl, and 2 crosslocks, 0 spare.(second crosslock is worked by?) (WN 39, IR,
1919 GA)
Annett lock replaced crosslock on points from Siding C to down line at down end (WN 32)
Post 10 moved 10 yds further out (WN 6)
Cambellfield Rd had a Class 3 assistent female gatekeeper (Reg)
Hand gates replaced cattle pits at level crossing (10-24) (WN 36)
If an Up goods train requires to shunt Newmarket during the time passenger traffic is running, the Guard must
inform the SM Broadmeadows who must telephone the information to the Signalman Essendon. If the load of
the train exceeds a specified limit (e.g. 315 tons for a DD locomotive), the SM must also telegraph SM
Newmarket (WN 49)
Special Instructions: 1) All up goods trains must stop at Broadmeadows and perform a brake test.2) May use
‘Section clear but station or junction blocked for all ordinary down trains. (GA)
Wheat Sdgs etc. 15 locks 6 taken off at urgent request of Mr Cook. Auxiliary Frame abolished. (Military
facilities at up end removed.) Aux frame crosslock lever works disc on Post 11B (IR)
Grain sdgs provided off Sdg B. Post 1IB provided. Crosslock replaced annett lock on points to Siding C. (WN
extracts)
Block Rule VI permitted for up goods shunting at Somerton (WN extracts)
Alts to application of disc, Post 11B (Grain Sdgs abolished?) (WN extracts)
Overhead alive to Broadmeadows (WN 36)
Electrification from Essendon brought into use (VR62)
Overhead alive, Essendon - Broadmeadows (WN extracts)
m_... 1n __.._A ,n _.__A^c._.1-__^__A,nr_Lc^_I_ L_:_.. _...__J_J1\ ITTrnT.*I\\
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(02.10.1923)
(24.03.1925)
01.04.1927
20.09.1927
(06.12.1927)
cl928
(3 1.02.1928)
05.06.1929
30.06.1929
11.04.1932
08.11.1937
20.01.1939

23.03.1942
10.07.1942

12.10.1942
27.11.1942

19.10.1943
05.07.1946
23.04.1948

22.12.1952
b1953
21.03.1955
b1957
O-7.09.1958
21.09.1958
24.09.1958
07.12.1958
01.07.1959
15.05.1960
10.07.1960
11.07.1960
08.10.1960
30.07.1961
09.11.1961
26.11.1961

07.12.1961
03.01.1962
04.04.1962

Kensington - Broadmeadows

& Flemington Racecourse

Class 8 SM. Campbellfield Road gates worked by Class 3 female gatekeeper and Class 6 female gatekeeper
(ass0 (Reg)
Line clear may be given for up trains provided the line is clear to Post 9 (WN 12)
Post 7 moved 45 yds further in (WN extracts)
Post 6 moved 190 yds further out and Post 8 moved 194 yds further out (WN extracts)
Connection provided from down line to works siding secured by Annett Lock (WN extracts)
Block terminal in both directions. Use of Rule VI and special acceptance conditions prohibited. Sdgs A
electrified as is Sdg B (to stop board) and both crossovers. (GA)
Works Siding open for traffic account Construction Branch. Only one engine in steam allowed at one time.
(WN 8.28)
New 30 lever A pattern interlocking frame account alterations for Albion Goods line. (WN extracts, IR)
Albion - Broadmeadows goods line opened for traffic. Worked by three position signals (WN extracts, IS)
Electric bell communication provided between Broadmeadows and Glenroy Road gates to announce Up and
Down trains when Glenroy is switched out (A 655/32)
Home and distant locking altered (Distant 1 formerly releacied by signals to either Albion or Essendon lines.
Now only to Essendon line) (IS)
Ground discs 22B, 23B, and 26B provided. Disc 16 on Post 23 provided. Point indicator on Catch 18 removed
and point indicator provided on up end of Crossover 20. Lockbars 17 formerly OOW, now OBW. Levers 8,
14,15 & 16 now work discs. Since 1929, Post 19 has been moved out 66 yds. (WN extracts, IR, IS, SD)
Post 27 moved 58 yards further out. (WN extracts)
Defence Siding connected to signalbox. Post 26 moved 35 yds further out and additional disc provided.
Lockbar 17 removed. Plunger 17 now worked by lever 19. Lever 17 now works points to Defence Sdg. Discs
on Post 26 both worked by lever 9, selected by position of points 17. (WN extracts, IR, IS)
Broadstore Sdgs completed and available for use (WN 42)
Gatekeeper provided with controls on signals on Posts 19,21, and 22. Bell communication provided to
gatekeeper from signal bay. Up trains signalled by two rings, Down Albion trains signal is a short ring and a
long ring. Down main line trains, one long ring. Signalmen especially instructed not to operate up distant until
the home on Post 22 is at proceed. (WN extracts, IS, SB)
Telephone provided on Post 21 (WN 42.43)
SM from class 6 to class 7 (WN 30.46)
Alterations to locking on levers 27 & 29 account the down end of Crossover 18 being run through on
21 .01.1948 due to Signalman operating the lever before a down suburban had cleared the points. Plunger 19
(held by track circuits) now holds the points whilst down moves are in progress. Estimated locking cost: f5
(CL IS, SB)
Additional bell provided so that Up NE line trains can be specially announced by Broadmeadows to Pascoe
Vale Road, Devon Road, and Glenroy Road (WN 1)
Special Instructions: 1) cancelled. (GA)
Post 8 renewed with 18 ft post (CI)
Open for goods, had cattle race and ramped platform (DS)
Bracket Post 23 replaced by new posts 23 and 23C. Up platform extended by 27 yds at up end. (WN extracts,
IS, SD)
One class 5 ASM position abolished (WN 37.58)
Overhead over Sdg B extended 340 feet & fixed train stop removed (WN 40.58)
Post 23 moved 5 yds further out from platform (WN 50.58)
SM from class 7 to class 6 (WN 46.59)
Three class 5 ASM positions upgraded to class 4 (WN 50.60)
SM from class 6 to class 5 (WN 46.60)
Post 17 moved 267 yds further out and Distant 30 motor operated (WN extracts, IS)
Down goods line slewed on the down side between 16m 32ch and 16m 75 ch (WN extracts)
Points and crossings at up end renewed (CI)
Post 26 moved 87 yds further out and renumbered 26C, Righthand disc removed. New ground Post 26
provided 9 yds further out than former Post 26 (WN extracts)
Up goods line to Albion taken out of use for conversion to standard gauge. Two way running on former down
goods line worked by ATC. Three switch Panel provided in box to work end of single line. Frame extended by
5 levers: two extra sig, 1 less point, 1 pilot lever.(Home signals I7 & B (posts 25B & 26B) provided. Standard
gauge pilot lever ‘E’brought into use. Broadrtore Sdg spiked out of use) (WN extracts, IR)
Hand gates at Camp Road replaced by manually controlled boom barriers worked by lever 28. (WN has frame
exrended by 5 levers ) (WN extracts, IR)
Goods service introduced on Standard Gauge (CI)
Post 29 replaced by a new post further out and new up outer home signal (Post 28B) provided (Standard gauge
home signals on Posts 25B and 26B replaced by automatic signals ES605 & ES632, controlled by lever 17. Up
distant now worked by lever A, Up outer home worked by B) (WN extracts)

04.03.1963

CTC West Footscray - Tallarook (CI)
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18.03.1963

17.03.1963
2503.1963
24.04.1963
17.05.1963
(06.08.1963)
13.10.1963

14.05.1964
27.09.1964
18.07.1965
15.11.1965
06.10.1966

28.05.1967
05.11.1969

cl969
04.02.1972
20.08.1972
10.09.1972
25.11.1973
06.06.1974
26.08.1975
?
10.06.1976
16.06.1977
25.01.1978
cl979
04.09.1980
21.07.1987
02.09.1987
16.10.1987
10.10.1988
04.04.1989
20.09.1989
19.12.1989
10.04.1990
15.05.1990
30.10.1991
19.02.1992

04.03.1992
(28.09.1993)
18.12.1993

Kensington - Broadmeadows

& Flemington Racecourse

Automatic signals ES605 and ES632 converted to home signals 8.2 and 8.4 account Broadstore Siding restored
to service. Points 1 & 2 previous spiked. Prov of CTC control SG line. Lever 17 out of use. (WN extracts, IR,
CL IS)
Post 19 renewed (CI)
Single line junction, Albion line, now controlled by CTC panel, Spencer St. ATC Albion - Broadmeadows
converted to CTC. Panel abolished. (WN extracts, IR)
Turnout replaced catch in Sdg C (CI)
Provision of crib crossin& at Camp Rd (CI)
Siding B extended by 500 feet. (WN extracts)
Additional re.fuge siding provided. Crossover from No 1 Road to Siding C provided. New posts 29 and 32
provided. Additional disc on Post 28 provided. Ground disc 3 1 moved 80 yds further OUK.
Frame extended by
10 levers at left-hand end (WN extracts, IR)
Refuge siding off Siding ‘c’ extended 500 feet and Siding ‘B’slewed (WN extracts, CI)
SM increased from class 5 to class 4 (WN 50.64)
Two class 4 ASM positions abolished Remaining ASM class 4 positions to special class (WN 30.65? WN
48.65)
DLB to Essendon replaced by 3 position signalling. Posts 17 & 18 removed. Post 22 replaced by 3 position
light signal Post 5. Disc 24 replaced by light signal (bur see 6.10.1966) Levers 6 & 7 now spare (WN 47, IS)
Camp Road Boom Barriers converted to automatic operation Controlling lever removed. Post MG934
provided. Home signal 27 converted to motor operation. Disc 24 converted to a light signal. Lever 28 now
spare (WN 42.66, IR, IS)
Points 18 & 20 renewed. Disc No 23 moved 18 feet in up direction (Cl)
Up Home 2 on Down side of Pascoe Vale road converted to Auto E.424. To avoid Up Goods trains being
checked on bank, Signalman at Broadmeadows must obtain permission for goods trains to depart. Train
Controller must allow sufficient time to elapse after departure of preceding train to ensure, as far as practicable,
that the Goods train has a clear run to the Home signal at Essendon (WN 45, IR)
Up home on Post 34 electrically lit (CI)
Boom barrier control circuit modified (CI)
SM class 4 to class 3 (WN 48.72)
Signal 28 relocated 45 feet in down direction account platform extension (CT)
Both points 11 renewed (CI)
Track Indicator provided over lever 25 to indicate when train has passed Post 36. Posts 28, 34, & 36
electrically lit (WN 25.74)
Coacting arm provided on Post 35 account Riggall St overpass (WN 35.75, IS)
Express push button provided (WN 22.76)
Camp Road level crossing moved 40m in up direction account erection of overpass (WN 24.76)
Repeater for No 25 signal provided (WN 26.77)
Camp Road level crossing replaced by overpass (WN 5.78, IS)
Special Instructions: 5) Before an up goods train may depart, permission of Train Control to be obtained to
attempt to ensure that it has a clear run into Essendon. (GA)
Temporary removal of mixed gauge diamond (Permanently removed by 1982) (CI)
Controlled signals on SG renumbered from 8 to BME (S10.5-90)
Lockbar 40 removed and lever lock provided on No 40 lockbar. Short dead end at up end of Siding B was
removed. (S10.6-109, IS)
Posts BME.2 and BMEA converted to permissive signals (S11.14)
Hand points to Sdgs C spiked normal. Sidings C out of use (S12.1-3)
Controls were removed from signals BME.2 and BMEA and they were renumbered ES603 and ES650.
(S 17.3-78)
Paper release added to lever locks on levers 19 & 40 (IS)
Home 27 converted to a light signal ($13.2-24)
Home 29 converted to a light signal (S13.3-46)
Crosslocked connection to Sdgs C abolished. Lever 10 sleeved normal (RNV 12-19)
Post 34 (Home B) was abolished. Post 35 replaced by a new two position (light) signal located 200 metres
further out worked by Lever C. Post 36 replaced by a new (light) signal 600 metres further out (S14/6-122)
Flashing lights and audible alarms were provided at Dunkeld Street pedestrian crossing (20.268 km).
Alterations were made to the track circuits in the Down line near Post 36. An indicator was provided to show
when trains had passed Post 36 (WN 7/82)
Signal indication light provided on Up end of the verandah on the Down platform. When Home 26 is at
proceed, the indication light will show a green light (WN 13/92)
Special instruction: Down trains hauled by locomotives must not be signalled towards Post 36 to wait Line
Clear, but must be held at the platform or Posts 19 or 21 (WN 36)
CCTV camera provided to observe end of train marker at Post 35 (WN 1)
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